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One of the most important indexes to weigh the business solvency is the ruin
probability in risk theory. So the ruin probability plays an important role in actuarial
science. Ruin probability of the insurance risk model has been extensively studied. In
most actuarial literature related to risk theory, the assumption of independence between
classes of business in an insurance book of business is always made. In practice, however,
there are certain corrlelation between classes of business because common factor which
cause risl exists, thus comparing with the classical risk model, it is more realistic to
consider dependent risl models with rates of interest.
Cossette and Marceau(2000)[19] proposed the common shock risk model. On the
basis of their work, Kam C. Yuen(2002)[20] studied the ruin probability when the com-
mon shock process was Erlang process. In consideration of interest rate, the intergo-
differential equation of infinite ruin probability on such occasion is concluded in Chapter. Besides, another way to describe the risk model of correlated aggregate claims is
the thinning-dependence structure which was proposed by Kam C.Yuen and Wang
Guojing(2002)[21]. In chapter , we consider a multitype-insurance risk model of the
thinning-dependence structure with the rate of interest. and the intergo-differential
equation of infinite ruin probability on such case is concluded.
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`B^Sa℄AU?DP 7qfk-Q Tk /Cu k _C 	8q=7ÆfL 0 < T1 < T2 < · · · < Tk <
· · · .
(3) C nCMqfkCM N = {N(t); t ≥ 0} /C (0, t] =|yC 	8q_W1
N(0) = 0.  xrE1 N(t) H=WÆ λ(λ > 0) q4awCMÆy {Xk}∞1 5WId- (1)∼(3) qz|JÆ xrEqIHz|^H0rEqCbjYL	u{-+d-qz2 x0rE4CM%+z2!01^qVAC$Æ u !N&:|'H p f=|4HE`qowCM|gÆ
U(t) = u + S(t). (2.1)1










− 1. (2.3)J ρ Æ5Jf5 ykG) p > λµ, ofEji=|yNnq!GCi=|yi#qC q'^=s!q5J)5Pt0[q|5JÆ!m8℄sb%+|gqB#`vf0 2.1 t T = min{t : t ≥ 0 Æ U(t) < 0} ÆB=7oP_W1owÆ'q=7J ϕ(u) = P (T < ∞) = P (U(t) < 0, ∃t ≥ 0) ÆB#`!B1|gqB#`is=|3.DJÆ3mB#`>v1rv!01^
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B^Sa℄AU?DP 8MZbWGLOgd_XIIF t yqB#`tP
ϕ(u, t) = P (U(s) < 0, ∃s ∈ (0, t]).Æ, d φ(u) = 1−ϕ(u) /C3m8b#`kC nCM N H_4aCM=rE (2.1) L (2.2) 4K xq0rE-o|gqB#`~HLQ=|Xq>v1!06z`*:|q=||)- (%j{)}Zf%{<k4℄}ZFzJmv4=L℄|gB+=|-qB#`\qz2!01^qVAC$Æ u, p Æj`|!N&owCM|gÆ
U(n) = u + S(n). (2.4)1 U(n) /C=7 n(n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) qow






Xk = 0). (2.5)
Xk /C| k qJC 2Æ {Xk}∞1 HI6fk-Q36GWÆ F (x), Æ F (0) = 0, /'Æ µ. rB (2.4),(2.5) m6dowCMK%+FB
U(n) = u + (p − X1) + (p − X2) + · · ·+ (p − Xn). (2.6)^=B=7|gÆ
T = min{n : n ≥ 0, U(n) < 0}.%Bvisq n = 1, 2, . . . s U(n) ≥ 0, z2 T = ∞.5mZ|qB#`Æ














φ(u, 1, n) = P (U1 ≥ 0, U2 ≥ 0, . . . , Un ≥ 0)
= P (W1 ≥ u + p, W1 + W2 ≥ u + 2p, . . . , W1 + W2 +
· · · + Wn ≥ u + np).)℄}ZFzJq=||)R<qvpVB#`qB+=|rEyLQ=|rE,s5q>Bsd-^6d~CB+\%?`LQrE+qB#`) ϕ(u, 1, n) 1Z n → ∞, ms ϕ(u) = P (T < ∞), ^(?\Æ3mB#`
§ 2.2 |dl	&_r%jZGq Feller .BCbq6pn x0rEB#`q.BMZ T1Æu`_C 	8q=7kÆ (0, T1] y5b	8Bids
































φ(u − y)dF (y)du =
∫ t
0
φ(t − y)F (y)dy.(s
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